Homework Guide: Geography KS3
Students are expected to be given and to complete 1 substantial homework per fortnight for this subject
Autumn one




Year
7






Year
8



Find out the names of the 7
continents and 5 oceans. Write
down 5 facts about the world’s
large land and water reefs
Find a human and physical picture.
Annotate the features with full
sentences. Add a title to show
WHERE the place is.
Learn the key human and physical
features of the UK. Write out and
learn key word spellings. Prepare
for a classroom test.
Write out and learn key word
spellings. Find the population of 5
African countries. Check that
population data has written
accurately.
Investigate why London’s
population has grown to 8.3
million people. Produce either a
written account or use images to
show why so many people live in
our city.
Complete the Demographic
Transition Model worksheet. Or
Learn key words and spellings for a
classroom test.

Autumn two

Spring one

Spring two

Summer one

Summer two

Follow a weather forecast for a week
and check with the newspaper or
internet how accurate the forecasts
were. Make a judgement on the
accuracy of how weather data is
presented to people.
www.meto.gov.uk
www.worldclimate .com
www.bbc.weather
www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize
Africa Distribution
Students conduct an independent
investigation around the reasons for
uneven population.
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Year
9


NB:

List 10 things that make your life
good. Choose ONE and write a
detailed paragraph explaining why
this helps you live.
Write out and learn key word
spellings. Complete 2
development trump cards
worksheet. One for the most
developed and least developing
country. Research data to be
accurate.
Prove that people have a high and
low standard of living in the UK.
Pictures, facts or written
information could be used. Be
prepared to present your
evidence.

Inequalities in the world Produce a
“right to reply” to the notion that some
African nations will forever be in debt to
the developed world. Research facts to
support your opinion and try to
convince the reader that you have a
valid opinion.
Resources:
Newspaper reports
www.christian-aid.org.uk
www.cia.gov/library/publications/theworld-factbook/

For each topic and term you must also learn that topic’s key words and meanings. These can be found in your exercise book.
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